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 by Felice Gesuele   

Sora Lella 

"Restaurant Adored By Locals"

Sora means sister, and Lella was the dear sister of Aldo Fabrizi, one of the

best-loved faces in Italian cinema. The original manager cultivated a warm

and friendly atmosphere, and the tradition is carried on by the new

manager, Aldo Fabrizi's nephew. Sora Lella is well maintained and air-

conditioned. The elegant ambiance makes it a great place to host your

next business meeting. They serve an excellent risotto with vegetables,

plenty of tuna, country style squid and cheese served with marmalade and

wine. The home-made desserts are wonderful.

 +39 06 686 1601  www.trattoriasoralella.it/  trattoriasoralella@libero.it  Via di Ponte Quattro Capi 16,

Rome

 by Kamil Kalbarczyk on 

Unsplash   

Il Convivio Troiani 

"Creative & Inspired"

Il Convivio is one of the city's best restaurants and always maintains high

standards of cuisine, service and wine-making. It is hard to describe the

quality and the variety of seasonal dishes in just a few words. However,

meatballs with broccoli and seafood; Eggplant Roulade with cod, grapes

and pine kernels; pumpkin flowers with porcini; and pigeon with lentils

and Kumquat are examples of the fabulous cuisine. The tasting menu is a

great way to experience all this acclaimed restaurant has to offer. The

desserts include Cream Soufflé with almonds and plums flavored with

orange accompanied by a hot chocolate sauce or the Semifreddo

Zabaglione with balsamic vinegar and warm fruit.

 +39 06 686 9432  www.ilconviviotroiani.com

/

 info@ilconviviotroiani.com  Vicolo Dei Soldati 31, Rome

 by bady qb on Unsplash   

Al Ceppo 

"Traditional Cuisine"

This restaurant has a comfortable atmosphere and classic surroundings.

The service at Al Ceppo is excellent and close attention is paid to the finer

details of traditional cooking. Fish raviolini, Lasagne with farro (bean flour)

and goat's cheese, spaghetti with telline (cockles) and clams, lamb cutlets

and veal roulade are just a few of the delicious items on offer. The

restaurant also has a good wine list and range of desserts.

 +39 06 841 9696  www.ristorantealceppo.co

m/

 info@ristorantealceppo.it  Via Panama 2, Rome
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